Terra Incognita Gaius
Petreius Ruso 2 Ruth Downie
This is likewise one of the factors by obtaining
the soft documents of this Terra Incognita Gaius
Petreius Ruso 2 Ruth Downie by online. You might
not require more epoch to spend to go to the ebook
commencement as skillfully as search for them. In
some cases, you likewise pull off not discover the
publication Terra Incognita Gaius Petreius Ruso 2
Ruth Downie that you are looking for. It will very
squander the time.
However below, considering you visit this web
page, it will be consequently no question easy to
acquire as well as download lead Terra Incognita
Gaius Petreius Ruso 2 Ruth Downie
It will not resign yourself to many time as we
accustom before. You can pull off it while put-on
something else at home and even in your workplace.
thus easy! So, are you question? Just exercise
just what we have the funds for below as without
difficulty as review Terra Incognita Gaius
Petreius Ruso 2 Ruth Downie what you gone to read!

The Curse-Maker Kelli
Stanley 2011-02-01 The
Curse-Maker is the
terra-incognita-gaius-petreius-ruso-2-ruth-downie

sequel to he awardwinning Nox Dormienda,
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created by Kelli Stanley
(City of Dragons).
Wedding impeccably
researched history to
prose and themes
reminiscent of classic
hard-boiled writers, The
Curse-Maker is a
thrilling and
suspenseful journey into
a dark corner of Roman
Britain you've never
seen before. When Roman
physician Arcturus and
his stunning wife,
Gwyna, arrive at Bath
for a holiday, a dead
body is floating in the
sacred spring. It turns
out that the murdered
man is a curse-maker
whose invocations
actually come true, and
as murder follows
murder, it looks like
there's now a curse on
Arcturus. This is an
exciting and exotic
story of a spa town
where people go to
heal...only to wind up
dead. And it takes the
doctor-investigator on a
dark road -- into Roman

cemeteries, silver
mines, and underground
water tunnels -- to
comprehend the twisted
mind of a killer bent on
revenge.
Seven Days on the Roads
of France, June 1940
Vladimir Lossky 2012
June 1940: Vladimir
Lossky joined the
massive exodus from
Paris before the
advancing German Army.
In his diary of the
upheaval, this
theologian of Orthodox
mysticism reflects on
civilisation, war and
the place of
Christianity in East and
West.
Tabula Rasa Ruth Downie
2014-08-05 Tending to
the reluctant builders
of Hadrian's Great Wall
in the aftermath of a
costly rebellion, the
medicus Ruso and his
wife, Tilla, investigate
the disappearances of
Ruso's clerk and the son
of a native family, an
effort that is
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complicated by rising
tensions between the
Britons and Romans.
Time to Depart Lindsey
Davis 2015-06-30
Petronius Longus,
captain of the Aventine
watch and Falco's oldest
friend, has finally
nailed one of Rome's top
criminals. Under Roman
law, citizens are not
imprisoned but are
allowed "time to depart"
into exile outside the
Empire. One dark and
gloomy dawn, Petro and
Falco put the evil
Balbinus aboard a ship.
But soon after, an
outbreak of robbery and
murder suggests a new
criminal ring has moved
into Balbinus's
territory. Petro and
Falco must descend into
the underworld of
Vespasian's Rome to
investigate.
Lady of Avalon Marion
Zimmer Bradley 2007 A
tale of the origins and
history of Avalon and
the prophecy of the

birth of the great King
Arthur is revealed
through the successive
lives of three powerful
priestesses--Caillean,
Dierna, and Viviane, the
Lady of the Lake.
Caveat Emptor Ruth
Downie 2012-01-17 In the
far reaches of the Roman
Empire, there are three
certainties in life for
Doctor Gaius Petreius
Ruso: death, taxes, and
angry barbarians. The
hero finds himself
trapped at the heart of
an increasingly
treacherous conspiracy
involving theft,
forgery, buried
treasure, and the legacy
of Boudica, the rebel
queen.
Prima Facie Downie, Ruth
2019-07-09 Intrigue,
betrayal and murder in
the sunny south of Roman
Gaul. Featuring Roman
medic Ruso and his
partner Tilla - a
novella from the author
of the New York Times
bestseller MEDICUS.
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Æthelflæd: A Ladybird
Expert Book Tom Holland
2019-02-07 Part of the
ALL-NEW LADYBIRD EXPERT
SERIES. - Who was
Æthelflæd? - What role
did she play in the
founding of England? How has her legacy
lasted to this day?
DISCOVER the epic
history of England's
forgotten queen.
Planting cities,
sponsoring learning and
defeating her people's
enemies, Æthelflæd laid
the foundations of a
kingdom that lasts to
this day. THE MOST
INFLUENTIAL WOMAN THAT
ENGLISH HISTORY FORGOT
Tom Holland's Æthelflæd
puts a spotlight on this
formidable leader,
pulling her out of the
shadowy history of the
dark ages.
Medicus Ruth Downie
2008-12-11 **THE NEW
YORK TIMES BESTSELLER**
A serial killer is on
the loose in Romanoccupied Britain, and

Gaius Petreius Ruso is
out to catch him... if
he isn't killed first.
The Gods are not smiling
on army doctor Gaius
Petreius Ruso in his new
posting in Britannia. He
has vast debts, long
shifts, and an
overbearing hospital
administrator to deal
with . . . not to
mention a serial killer
stalking the local
streets. Barmaids'
bodies are being washed
up with the tide and no
one else seems to care.
It's up to Ruso to
summon all his skills to
investigate, even though
the breakthroughs in
forensic science lie
centuries in the future,
and the murderer may be
hunting him down too. If
only the locals would
just stop killing each
other and if only it
were possible to find a
decent glass of wine,
and someone who can
cook, Ruso's prospects
would be a whole lot
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sunnier.... The first
novel in the New York
Times bestselling Gaius
Petreius Ruso series.
With a gift for comic
timing and historic
detail, Ruth Downie has
conjured an ancient
world as raucous and
real as our own.
Caveat Emptor Downie,
Ruth 2020-09-29 Doctor
Gaius Petreius Ruso has
arrived back in
Britannia with his new
wife Tilla and a trunk
full of wedding
crockery. His friend and
colleague Valens has
promised to help him
find work, so while
Tilla yearns for
somewhere to make a
home, Ruso is tasked
with hunting down
missing tax man Julius
Asper. Of course there's
something else missing:
money. And the Council
of the town of
Verulamium is bickering
over what's become of
it. Compelled to delve
deeper when Asper is

found murdered, Ruso
discovers that the good
townsfolk may not be as
loyal to Rome as they
claim. Despite Ruso's
best efforts to get
fired from the job of
investigator, he and
Tilla find themselves
trapped at the heart of
a treacherous conspiracy
involving theft,
forgery, buried
treasure, and the legacy
of Boudica, the rebel
queen. The fourth novel
in the bestselling Gaius
Petreius Ruso series.
Formerly published as
Ruso and the River of
Darkness.
Shadows in Bronze
Lindsey Davis 2007-10-02
Roman citizen Marcus
Didius Falco welcomes an
investigation
commissioned by the
emperor into treason
after Helena Justina, a
beauty of privilege,
breaks his heart, but
finds more trouble than
expected.
The Jupiter Myth Lindsey
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Davis 2011-03-31 One of
the Roman novels from
the bestselling
historical fiction Falco
series. ‘To find a
drowned man head-first
down a well was slightly
unusual, exciting
maybe.’ For Falco, a
relaxed visit to
Helena’s relatives in
Britain turns serious at
the scene of a downtown
murder. The renegade
henchman of Rome’s vital
ally King Togidubnus has
been stuffed head-first
down a barroom well –
leading to a tricky
diplomatic situation
which Falco must defuse.
One murder leads to
others. Londinium now
has a forum and an
amphitheatre; the town
is a magnet for
legitimate traders – and
for criminals from Rome.
With his vigiles pal
Petronius, Falco leads
the hunt for gangsters
who are intent on taking
over. This will bring
unwelcome encounters

with faces from the past
and grave threats to
their present
relationships. Danger
and death lurk
throughout their
pursuit, all the way
from the brand new
wharves beside the River
Thames to the familiar
old haunts of organised
crime back home in
Italy.
Three Hands in the
Fountain Lindsey Davis
2019-04-04 A serial
killer stalks the games
. . . Marcus Didius
Falco and his laddish
friend Petronius find
their local fountain has
been blocked- by a
gruesomely severed human
hand. Soon other body
parts are being found in
the aqueducts and
sewers. Public panic
overcomes official
indifference, and the
Aventine partners are
commissioned to
investigate. Women are
bing abducted during
festivals, with the next
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Games only days away. As
the heat rises in the
Circus Maximus, they
face a race agaisnt time
and a strong test of
their friendship. They
know the sadistic killer
lurks somewhere on the
festive streets of Romeperparing to strike
again. Praise for
Lindsey Davis 'Lindsey
Davis has seen off all
her competitors to
become the unassailable
market leader in the
'crime in Ancient Rome'
genre . . . Davis's
squalid, vibrant Rome is
as pleasurable as ever'
- Guardian 'Davis's
prose is a lively joy .
. . sinister and
gloriously real' - The
Times on Sunday 'For
fans of crime fiction
set in the ancient
world, this one is not
to be missed' - Booklist
'Davis's books crackle
with wit and knowledge .
. . She has the happy
knack of making the
reader feel entirely

immersed in Rome' - The
Times
Persona Non Grata Ruth
Downie 2009-07-14 At
long last, Gaius
Petreius Ruso and his
companion, Tilla, are
headed home-to Gaul.
Having received a note
consisting only of the
words "COME HOME!" Ruso
has (reluctantly, of
course) pulled up stakes
and brought Tilla to
meet his family. But the
reception there is not
what Ruso has hoped for:
no one will admit to
sending for him, and his
brother Lucius is hoping
he'll leave. With Tilla
getting icy greetings
from his relatives,
Lucius' brother-in-law
mysteriously drowned at
sea, and the whole Ruso
family being sued for
bankruptcy, it's hard to
imagine an unhappier
reunion. That is, until
Severus, the plaintiff
in the bankruptcy suit,
winds up dead, and the
real trouble begins...
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Engrossing, intricate,
and-as alwayswonderfully comic, Ruth
Downie's latest is a
brilliant new
installment in this
irresistible series.
This is everything we've
come to expect from our
charming, luckless hero.
The Stronghold Mollie
Hunter 1974 A story of a
boy's inventiveness in
the face of danger. This
tale is set in the first
century, among the
people and places of
Orkney. It was a time
when fanatical Druid
priests held power over
ordinary people and
Roman slave-traders were
frequent visitors.
Ruso and the Demented
Doctor Ruth Downie 2009
N.B. R S Downie is
published in the US as
Ruth Downie and this
book, RUSO AND THE
DEMENTED DOCTOR, is
published in the US as
TERRA INCOGNITA.Windswept North Britannia,
where the natives are in

the mood for killing . .
.Gaius Petreius Ruso,
medicus to the Twentieth
Legion, has been posted
to the hostile north and thrown into a no-win
situation. Thessalus,
the current doctor at
the Fort of Coria, has
confessed to a grisly
murder and his Prefect
demands Ruso take charge
of the patients and
convince Thessalus to
retract his confession.
Or else. It seems a
reputation for solving
tricky murders down
south isn't always
helpful.Unfortunately,
the corpse is offering
up few answers other
than to suggest that the
natives might be more
murderous than restless.
If Ruso is to identify
the killer, he'll need
all his wits about him
to keep Romans, natives
and slave girls from
each other's throats.
Nemesis Lindsey Davis
2010-08-31 The much
awaited latest
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installment in this New
York Times bestselling
series brings Marcus
Didius Falco back to the
city of Rome and its
deadly, convoluted
intrigues In the high
summer of A.D. 77, Roman
informer Marcus Didius
Falco is beset by
personal problems. Newly
bereaved and facing
unexpected upheavals in
his life, it is a relief
for him to consider
someone else's
misfortunes. A middleaged couple who supplied
statues to his father,
Geminus, have
disappeared under
mysterious
circumstances. They had
an old feud with a bunch
of notorious freedmen,
the Claudii, who live
rough in the
pestilential Pontine
Marshes, terrorizing the
neighborhood. When a
mutilated corpse turns
up near Rome, Falco and
his vigiles friend
Petronius investigate,

even though it means
traveling in the dread
marshes. But just as
they are making
progress, the Chief Spy,
Anacrites, snatches
their case away from
them. As his rivalry
with Falco escalates, he
makes false overtures of
friendship, but fails to
cover up the fact that
the violent Claudii have
acquired corrupt
protection at the
highest level. Making
further enquiries after
they have been warned
off can only be
dangerous—but when did
that stop Falco and
Petronius? Egged on by
the slippery bureaucrats
who hate Anacrites, the
dogged friends dig
deeper while a psychotic
killer keeps taking more
victims, and the
shocking truth creeps
closer and closer to
home. After Alexandria,
the first book in this
long-running series to
hit the New York Times
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Bestseller list, Lindsey
Davis brings her beloved
characters and series
back to Rome in a book
that brings together a
number of long-running
plot threads to
surprising and
compelling conclusions.
Silver Screen Justina
Robson 1999
A Dying Light in Corduba
Lindsey Davis 2015-06-30
Inimitable sleuth Falco
is back with a
vengeance. One night, a
man is killed and Rome's
Chief Spy left for dead.
This leaves no one
except Falco to conduct
the investigation. Soon
he is plunged into the
fiercely competitive
world of olive oil
production. Political
intrigue, an exotic
Spanish dancer, and
impending fatherhood all
add to Falco's troubles.
Living Next Door to the
God of Love Justina
Robson 2006-03-28 Where
do you run when a world
is out to get you? AIs,

Forged beings,
superheroes, angels, and
worlds that change in
the blink of an eye—here
is a richly imagined
tale of ordinary
redemption in an
extraordinary world from
one of the most
provocative writers
working today. . . .
Francine is a young
runaway looking to find
a definition of love she
can trust. In Sankhara,
she finds a palace where
rooms are made of bone,
flowers, and the hearts
of heroes. She finds a
scientist mapping the
territory of the human
mind. She finds a
boyfriend. And she finds
Eros itself—incarnated
in the androgynously
irresistible form of
Jalaeka. But not
everyone is in love with
the god of love. Unity,
for one, wants to
assimilate Jalaeka along
with every other soul in
the universe. And
contrary to what
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everyone always
believes, love alone
can’t save the day. It
will take something both
more and less powerful
than the human heart to
save the worlds upon
worlds at risk when gods
collide. “For Robson,
world-building is a
literary device like any
other, useful for
exposing buried fears
and desires to the light
of day, no matter how
strange the sun.”—New
York Times Book Review
Medicus Series Ebook
Bundle Ruth Downie
2021-07-06 In the New
York Times bestselling
Medicus series, Roman
occupied Britannia is
beset by crime, and army
doctor Gaius Petreius
Ruso is determined to
catch the killers and
restore order to the
empire. With a gift for
comic timing and
historic detail, Ruth
Downie has conjured an
ancient world as raucous
and real as our own and

a hero readers will root
for through every
adventure. Included in
this bundle are all
eight books in the
series: Medicus Terra
Incognita Persona Non
Grata Caveat Emptor
Simper Fidelis Tabula
Rasa Vita Brevis Memento
Mori
See Delphi and Die
Lindsey Davis 2010-04-01
It's 76 A.D. during the
reign of Vespasian, and
Marcus Didius Falco has
achieved much in his
life. He's joined the
equestrain rank,
allowing him to marry
Helena Justina, the
Senator's daughter he's
been keeping time with
the past few years. But
that doesn't mean all is
quiet for Falco, Helena,
and their two young
daughters. By trade he
is an informer, a man
who looks into sticky
situations, and he's
been hired to pry his
errant brother-in-law
away from a murder
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investigation. Which
means Falco must himself
take it on -- requiring
that Falco and Helena
travel to Olympia in
Greece under the guise
of being tourists
interested in the
classic sites to
investigate the
suspicious goings on and
the shady dealings of a
fly-by-night travel
agency. With two woman
already missing from the
packaged tour, things
only get stickier when
two more -- including
Falco's brother-in-law - disappear. In See
Delphi and Die, Lindsey
Davis has created
Falco's most complex and
dangerous case yet.
Sejanus David Wishart
2011-11-10 Immediately
after his father's
funeral, Marcus is
approached by two
senators who want him to
dig up some dirt on
Sejanus, emperor
Tiberius's deputy and
likely successor.

Despite the dangers,
Marcus cannot resist the
thrill of more detective
work, and his
investigations uncover a
trail of treason,
betrayal - and murder.
One Virgin Too Many
Lindsey Davis 2019-04-04
A lost child in a deadly
lottery . . . A
frightened child
approaches Roman
informer Marcus Didius
Falco, pleading for
help. Nobody believes
Gaia's story that a
relation wants to kill
her - and neither does
he. Beset by his own
family troubles, by his
new responsibilities as
Procurator of the Sacred
Poultry, and by the
continuing search for a
new partner, he turns
her away. Immediately he
regrets it. Gaia has
been selected as the new
Vestal Virgin, and when
she disappears Falco is
officially asked to
investigate. Finding
Gaia is then a race
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against time, ending in
Falco's most terrifying
exploit yet . . . Praise
for Lindsey Davis
'Lindsey Davis has seen
off all her competitors
to become the
unassailable market
leader in the 'crime in
Ancient Rome' genre . .
. Davis's squalid,
vibrant Rome is as
pleasurable as ever' Guardian 'Davis's prose
is a lively joy . . .
sinister and gloriously
real' - The Times on
Sunday 'For fans of
crime fiction set in the
ancient world, this one
is not to be missed' Booklist 'Davis's books
crackle with wit and
knowledge . . . She has
the happy knack of
making the reader feel
entirely immersed in
Rome' - The Times
Things Without A Name
Joanne Fedler 2011 Love
stories. Large Print.
This is a beautifully
written, big-hearted
love story, that will

resonate with any woman
who has thought about
giving up on love and
hope...but chooses not
to. At 34, Faith Roberts
isn't so different from
most women her age.
Okay, so her cleavage is
rather disappointing and
she's still single, but
she has a busy job, the
usual dysfunctional
family, and clinically
depressed best friend.
Practically normal then?
Faith used to think
about falling in love,
but that was a long time
ago. As a counsellor in
a women's crisis centre,
she's heard one too many
love-gone-wrong stories
so it's hard for her not
to give up on the big
things, like love, hope
and trust - let alone
the chance of getting a
decent haircut or
meeting a halfway normal
bloke. Then one night, a
twist of fate finds
Faith in a situation
that transforms her
life, bringing her to
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finally understand what
she has always needed to
know: that before you
can save others, you
have to save yourself.
I, Claudius Robert
Graves 2013-04-01 The
Julio-Claudian family
possessed all the
brutality and
dysfunctionality of the
Sopranos, but with fewer
(or no) constraints on
their power to injure
outsiders or each other.
From this raw material
Robert Graves
brilliantly recreates a
world of power, intrigue
and cruelty, a world
permeated through and
through with the threat
of sudden and violent
death. In the process he
raises striking,
sometimes unanswerable
questions: was Tiberius
really as depraved as
Suetonius suggests? Was
Livia the true power
behind Augustus' throne?
And did she really
poison all those people?
Did Caligula seriously

plan to make his horse a
consul? Whether or not
we can answer these
questions, this was
certainly a world in
which such things could
happen.With an Afterword
by Tom Griffith.
The Grove of the Caesars
Lindsey Davis 2020-07-28
In the sacred grove of
Julius Caesar, something
deadly stirs in the
undergrowth—a serial
killer, who haunted the
gardens for years, has
claimed another
victim—in Lindsey
Davis’s next historical
mystery, The Grove of
the Caesars. At the feet
of her adoptive father,
renowned private
informer Marcus Didius
Falco, Flavia Albia
learned a number of
important rules. First
and foremost—always keep
one's distance from the
palace, nothing good
comes from that
direction. But right
behind it—murder is the
business of the Vigiles,
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best to leave them to
it. Having broken the
first rule more often
than she'd like, it's no
surprise to anyone when
she finds herself
breaking the second one.
The public gardens named
after the Caesars is a
place nice girls are
warned away from and
when a series of bodies
are uncovered, it seems
that a serial killer has
been haunting the grove
for years. The case is
assigned to one Julius
Karus, a cohort of the
Vigiles, but Albia is
convinced that nothing
will come of his
efforts. Out of sympathy
for the dead women and
their grieving
relatives, Albia decides
to work with the vile
Karus and bring the
serial killer to
justice.
Terra Incognita Ruth
Downie 2010-08-01 It is
spring in the year of
118, and Hadrian has
been Emperor of Rome for

less than a year. After
getting involved with
the murders of local
prostitutes in the town
of Deva, Doctor Gaius
Petreius Ruso needs to
get out of town, so has
volunteered for a
posting with the Army on
the volatile border
where the Romancontrolled half of
Britannia meets the
independent tribes of
the North. Not only is
he going to the
hinterlands of the
hinterlands, but it his
slave Tilla's homeland
and she has some scores
to settle there. Soon
they find that Tilla's
tribespeople are being
encouraged to rebel
against Roman control by
a mysterious leader
known as the Stag Man,
and her former lover is
implicated in the grisly
murder of a soldier.
Ruso, unwillingly
involved in the
investigation of the
murder, is appalled to
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find that Tilla is still
spending time with the
lover. Worse, he is
honour bound to try to
prove the man innocent and the Army wrong - by
finding another suspect.
Soon both Ruso's and
Tilla's lives are in
jeopardy, as is the
future of their
burgeoning romantic
relationship.
The Samurai Shūsaku Endō
1997 Rokuemon Haskura, a
low-ranking warrior, is
chosen as one of a group
of envoys to the Viceroy
of Mexico and Pope Paul
V, but by the time his
delegation returns to
Japan, a policy of
isolation has been
established
The Germanicus Mosaic (A
Libertus Mystery of
Roman Britain, book 1)
Rosemary Rowe 2013-04-11
A deadly puzzle from the
days of the Roman
Empire... Rosemary Rowe
introduces Libertus and
Marcus Septimus, in The
Germanicus Mosaic, the

first fantastic mystery
thriller of the highly
acclaimed Libertus
series. The perfect read
for fans of Stephen
Saylor and Lindsey
Davis. 'Demonstrates
Rowe's pithy command of
the Roman sleuth
genre... a considerable
achievement' - The Times
It is AD 186, and
Britain is the
northernmost province of
the hugely successful
Roman Empire. In Glevum
(modern Gloucester),
Libertus, a freedman and
pavement-maker, lives
under the patronage of
Marcus Septimus. When a
body is found in the
furnace room of a nearby
villa, and identified as
that of Crassus
Germanicus, a retired
centurion, Marcus asks
for Libertus's help. A
slave is missing and the
solution to the mystery
seems obvious. But
Libertus soon discovers
that Germanicus has many
enemies, and he must use
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his mosaicist's skill to
put together the pieces
of a most deadly puzzle.
What readers are saying
about The Germanicus
Mosaic: 'Has it all:
good storyline,
interesting characters,
historical perspective
and a mystery that keeps
you guessing all the way
through' 'A very
likeable and believable
hero and cast of
characters and some neat
plot twists' 'A great
introduction to a new
detective, with
atmospheric settings and
an interesting take of
Britain under the
Romans'
The Death of Grass John
Christopher 2009-04-02 A
thought experiment in
future-shock
survivalism' Robert
MacFarlane 'Gripping ...
of all science fiction's
apocalypses, this is one
of the most haunting'
Financial Times WITH AN
INTRODUCTION BY ROBERT
MACFARLANE A post-

apocalyptic vision of
the world pushed to the
brink by famine, John
Christopher's science
fiction masterpiece The
Death of Grass includes
an introduction by
Robert MacFarlane in
Penguin Modern Classics.
At first the virus
wiping out grass and
crops is of little
concern to John
Custance. It has
decimated Asia, causing
mass starvation and
riots, but Europe is
safe and a counter-virus
is expected any day.
Except, it turns out,
the governments have
been lying to their
people. When the deadly
disease hits Britain,
society starts to
descend into barbarism.
As John and his family
try to make it across
country to the safety of
his brother's farm in a
hidden valley, their
humanity is tested to
its very limits. A
chilling psychological
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thriller and one of the
greatest postapocalyptic novels ever
written, The Death of
Grass shows people
struggling to hold on to
their identities as the
familiar world
disintegrates - and the
terrible price they must
pay for surviving. John
Christopher (1922-2012)
was the pen name of
Samuel Youd, a prolific
writer of science
fiction. His novels were
popular during the 1950s
and 1960s, most notably
The Death Of Grass
(1956), The World in
Winter (1962), and
Wrinkle in the Skin
(1965), all works
depicting ordinary
people struggling in the
midst of apocalyptic
catastrophes. In 1966 he
started writing sciencefiction for adolescents;
The Tripods trilogy, the
Prince in Waiting
trilogy (also known as
the Sword of the Spirits
trilogy) and The Lotus

Caves are still widely
read today. Ifyou
enjoyed The Death of
Grass, you might like
John Wyndham's The Day
of the Triffids, also
available in Penguin
Modern Classics.
Vita Brevis Ruth Downie
2016-07-12 Ruso and
Tilla's excitement at
arriving in Rome with
their new baby daughter
is soon dulled by their
discovery that the grand
facades of polished
marble mask an
underworld of corrupt
landlords and vermininfested tenements.
There are also far too
many doctors--some
skilled--but others
positively dangerous.
Ruso thinks he has been
offered a reputable
medical practice only to
find that his
predecessor Doctor
Kleitos has fled,
leaving a dead man in a
barrel on the doorstep
and the warning, "Be
careful who you trust.”
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Distracted by the body
and his efforts to help
a friend win the hand of
a rich young heiress,
Ruso makes a grave
mistake, causing him to
question both his
competence and his
integrity. With Ruso's
reputation under threat,
he and Tilla must
protect their small
family from Doctor
Kleitos's debt
collectors and find
allies in their new home
while they track down
the vanished doctor and
find out the truth about
the heiress's dead
father--Ruso's patient-and the unfortunate man
in the barrel.
Ruso and the Root of All
Evils R. S. Downie
2010-04-29 Gaius
Petreius Ruso and his
companion, Tilla, become
embroiled in a family
scandal when Severus,
the family's chief
creditor, winds up dead
A Year of Ravens Eliza
Knight 2015-11-13

Britannia: land of mist
and magic clinging to
the western edge of the
Roman Empire. A redhaired queen named
Boudica led her people
in a desperate rebellion
against the might of
Rome, an epic struggle
destined to consume
heroes and cowards,
young and old, Roman and
Briton . . . and these
are their stories. A
calculating queen
foresees the fires of
rebellion in a king's
death. A neglected slave
girl seizes her own
courage as Boudica calls
for war. An idealistic
tribune finds manhood in
a brutal baptism of
blood and slaughter. A
death-haunted Druid
challenges the gods
themselves to ensure
victory for his people.
A conflicted young
warrior finds himself
torn between loyalties
to tribe and to Rome. An
old champion struggles
for everlasting glory in
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the final battle against
the legions. A pair of
fiery princesses fight
to salvage the pieces of
their mother's dream as
the ravens circle. A
novel in seven parts,
overlapping stories of
warriors and
peacemakers, queens and
slaves, Romans and
Britons who cross paths
during Boudica's epic
rebellion. But who will
survive to see the dawn
of a new Britannia, and
who will fall to feed
the ravens?
Ruso and the
Disappearing Dancing
Girls R. S. Downie
2007-07-05 Britannia,
117 AD Primitive, cold,
and a touch damp Welcome
to the most remote
corner of the Roman
Empire For army doctor
Gaius Petreius Ruso,
this overseas posting is
no picnic. He has vast
debts, a slave girl too
clever for her own good
and an overbearing
hospital administrator

to cope with ... not to
mention a serial killer
stalking the local bar.
Washed-out dancing girls
are being washed-up with
the tide and everyone
expects Ruso to
investigate, even though
the breakthroughs of
forensic science lie
centuries in the future.
Will the gods smile on
him before he too falls
prey to the murderer? If
only it were possible to
find a good Falernian
wine in Britannia, life
would seem so much
rosier – and perhaps the
locals might stop
killing each other ...
A Clubbable Woman
Reginald Hill 2020-12-08
The first book in the
"outstanding" British
police procedural
series--the basis for
the long-running BBC
series featuring the
Yorkshire detective duo
(The New York Times).
Reginald Hill "raised
the classical British
mystery to new heights"
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when he introduced
pugnacious Yorkshire
Det. Inspector Andrew
Dalziel and his partner,
the callow Sgt. Peter
Pascoe (The New York
Times Book Review).
Their chafing
differences in
education, manners,
technique, and
temperament made them
"the most remarkable duo
in the annals of crime
fiction" (Toronto Star).
Adapted into a longrunning hit show for the
BBC, the Gold Dagger
Award-winning series is
now available as ebooks.
Mary Connon froze out
her husband, Sam, long
ago. She likes the
attention of other men-like the fellow members
of Sam's rugby club.
Naturally, when she's
found dead in her
sitting room with a hole
in her head, Sam is a
suspect. If only he
hadn't suffered a
dizzying scrum injury
that's left everything a

blur. He isn't sure that
he didn't kill her. But
Det. Inspector Andrew
Dalziel and his partner,
Peter Pascoe, are
looking outside the
unhappy home. Because it
seems everyone within
spitting distance of the
suburban femme fatale-from prying neighbors to
spurned lovers to
jealous wives--wanted
Mary dead. As the field
of play expands, so do
the motives . . . A
Clubbable Woman is the
1st book in the Dalziel
and Pascoe Mysteries,
but you may enjoy
reading the series in
any order.
Memento Mori Ruth Downie
2018-03-06 The eighth
gripping novel in the
bestselling Medicus
series, in which Ruso
and Tilla investigate
the death of the wife of
Ruso's friend in the
sacred hot spring of
Aquae Sulis. A scandal
is threatening to engulf
the popular spa town of
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Aquae Sulis (modern-day
Bath). The wife of
Ruso's best friend,
Valens, has been found
dead in the sacred hot
spring, stabbed through
the heart. Fearing the
wrath of the goddess and
the ruin of the tourist
trade, the temple
officials are keen to
cover up what's
happened. But the dead
woman's father is
demanding justice, and
he's accusing Valens of
murder. If Valens turns
up to face trial, he
will risk execution. If
he doesn't, he'll lose
his children. Ruso and
Tilla do their best to
help but it's difficult
to get anyone--even
Valens himself--to
reveal what really
happened. Could Ruso's
friend really be guilty
as charged?
Two For The Lions
Lindsey Davis 2011-03-01
One of the stories from
the bestselling
historical fiction Falco

series. Lumbered with
working alongside
reptilian Chief Spy
Anacrites, Marcus Didius
Falco has the perfect
plan to make money - he
will assist Vespasian in
the Emperor's 'Great
Census' of AD73. His
potential fee could
finally allow him to
join the middle ranks
and be worthy of longsuffering Helena
Justina. Unexpectedly
confronted with the
murder of a man-eating
lion, Falco is
distracted from his
original task,
uncovering a bitter
rivalry between the
gladiators' trainers.
With one star gladiator
dead, Falco is forced to
investigate and the
trail leads from Rome to
the blood-soaked sand of
the arena in North
Africa.
The Accusers Lindsey
Davis 2007-07-31 Fresh
from his trip to
Britain, Marcus Didius
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Falco needs to reestablish his presence
in Rome. A minor role in
the trial of a senator
entangles him in the
machinations of two real
life lawyers at the top
of their trade. The
senator is convicted,
but then dies,
apparently by suicide.
It may have been a legal
move to protect his
heirs, but Falco is
hired to prove it was
murder. As Falco shows
off his talents in the
role of advocate, he
exposes himself to a
tangle of upper-class
secrets and powerful
elements in Roman law
that may have
consequences he hadn't
quite bargained for.
Semper Fidelis Ruth
Downie 2013-01-08 When
Ruso rejoins his unit in
the remote outpost of
the Roman Empire known
as Britannia, he finds
that all is not well
with the Twentieth
Legion. As they keep a

suspicious eye on the
barbarians to the north,
the legionaries appear
to have found trouble
even closer to homeamong the native
recruits to Britannia's
imperial army. A young
soldier has jumped off a
roof, killing himself.
Why? Mysterious
injuries, and even
deaths, begin to pile up
in Ruso's medical
ledgers, and it soon
becomes clear that this
suicide is not an
isolated incident. Can
the men really be under
a curse? And what has
this to do with the
much-decorated Centurion
Geminus? Bound by his
sense of duty and
compelled by his illadvised curiosity, Ruso
begins to ask questions
nobody wants to hear.
Meanwhile his barbarian
wife, Tilla, starts to
find out some of the
answers-and is marked as
a security risk by the
very officers Ruso is
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interrogating. With
Hadrian's visit looming
large, the fates of the
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legion, Tilla, and Ruso
himself hang in the
balance.
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